
Report 3: LED illumination for Felix Printer
PAN, Jan 13th, 2020

1. Introduction

Felix Tec 4 becomes delivered with a little LED-Strip, mounted at the z-sensor bracket.
These LED's illuminate the working area below the nozzle, fine for examination the first 
printed layers. So far so good!

However, this bracket with its LED's prevents the view to the nozzles and does not allow to
apply a wrench at the Hot End Heated Barrel during dismounting/mounting of the nozzle.

Fig. 1: LED on z-sensor in front of nozzles Fig. 2: Wrench for clamping Hot end barrel

Important: The nozzle must be pressed VERY hard to the heat breaker, but the extruder is 
not well blocked against rotation. 
This wrench clamps the Hot End Heated Barrel during dismounting/mounting of the 
nozzle.
Clean the seats of Nozzle and Heat breaker before mounting, heated by “change filament” 
for your material, e.g. PLA

2. Illumination of the working area from behind

Fig. 3: Illumination by white LED Fig. 4: Illumination by red LED

The LED are from Varta LED Heat Light, about 25 Euro, see below
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3. Overview

Fig. 5: Drawing Varta LED carrier
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4. Mounting details

Fig. 6: Front view LED carrier with LED 
plate inserted and fixed with M2 bolts

Fig. 7: Rear view LED-plate mounting
and cable for 5 V supply

Fig. 8. Rear view 
1: Horn of the Extru_F3_1_base – black. 
(see assembly guide)
2: LED holder
3: Switch red ON / OFF / white ON
4: Cable to main fan contacts
4: Illuminated platform

Fig. 9: Front view
1: New 3D-printed carrier for additional fan
2: Additional fan for extruder cooling
3: Connector for additional fan (electrical 
parallel to main fan)
4: Connector for illumination (electrical 
parallel to main fan)
5: Filament lubricator, Syringe tube filled 
with foam plastic with drops 3 in one oil

5. Comment: 
The main issue of the Felix printer is the clogging of the heat breaker after some hours in 
good use. 

The additional fan and the lubricator helps a little bit!

6. STL-files
See: www.ufo-doctor.ch .Descriptions. 3D-printer
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http://www.ufo-doctor.ch/

